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you can audition the loops and sound files on your computer by simply dragging and dropping them into the tracks section of ezdrummer. this feature is ideal for getting a feel for the loops or sounds before you commit to buying them. the core library of over 100gb contains over 16,000 samples in a variety of formats including 24-bit wav, 16-bit wav,
16-bit aiff, 24-bit midi and 16-bit midi. all loops and samples are tagged, organized into folders and indexed by the tag name. ezdrummer 3 also includes a built-in groove editor to edit drums on the fly. theres a number of tools to help to a more professional end result including a multi-track editor, a control panel, and a window that gives you a visual
representation of your drums so you can see where the trouble spots are. custom layering lets you create drum kits in 3 different sections to accommodate different play styles: snare, ride and kick. you can also save and load custom kits by dragging and dropping drum kits in ezdrummer. ezdrummer also allows you to change the snare, kick and ride

drum samples of the currently selected kit by double-tapping the sample then using the controls on the right-hand side of the window. the song track and song creator are revolutionary new features that lets you create and record your own songs in real time. all you have to do is load the drums you want to play, select the instruments you want to
use, and play along to the song. once youre done, you can select individual drums or instrument parts and edit their samples using the tools in ezdrummer.
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